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Abstract 

Worldwide trading organization is a buying house organization in Bangladesh. Acquiring House 

(BH) is a champion among the most perceived business fields in Bangladesh RMG division. It is 

definitely realized that Bangladesh achieved second most raised RMG exporters' circumstance 

on the planet, in light of the way that the part makes choice thing with an engaged expense than 

other contender countries. Bangladesh has made a noteworthy place on the planet's attire 

showcase, where pieces of attire buying houses accept a fundamental occupation for this 

enormous duty. Considering slightest 5 percent buying organizations commission, one may state 

that in any occasion 1.4 billion dollars have usually been shared by pieces of attire producers and 

acquiring houses in last FY 16-17. 
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Introduction 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION  

 

Bangladeshi vestments industry has a praised reputation on the planets forceful bits of dress 

market. Bangladesh is far ahead than various vestments manufacturing countries in view of its 

ability to convey shocking thing with minimal effort than various bits of attire delivering 

countries. As result new shippers are enthusiastically coming into our country to put in their 

solicitations, where by far most of them are coming through bits of apparel buying houses as 

they have no enough intend to put demand and execution here. In this way, acquiring house 

accept a fundamental occupation in Bangladeshi Ready-made pieces of attire manufacturing 

region. Some best Bangladeshi bits of garments obtaining houses name and their purposes of 

intrigue have presented in this article  

 

1.2 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY  

 

 (DIU), it is required to complete a section level position from an assumed business affiliation 

and set up a report. As an understudy of BBA, I have completed three (3) months passage level 

position from International Trading Incorporation and has masterminded brief occupation report 

named "Execution Evaluation of Mutual hold and Unit Fund of Investment Corporation of 

Bangladesh (ICB)" by using certified involvement of impermanent employment at International 

Trading Incorporation.  

1.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY  

The goals of the examination are as per the following:  

 

 

 

ng house.  
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1.3 METHODOLOGY  

Decision of the point: The subject of the examination was doled out by the respected boss. While 

doling out the subject indispensable proposition and proposals were given by the chief to make 

this section level position report a productive and perfect one.  

In the midst of the period of set up this report I could collect the crucial information and data in 

both of sources.  

Information Sources:  

 Primary Data  

 Secondary Data  

 

Fundamental data were assembled through direct and eye to eye meeting of the unmistakable 

staff of the preparing plants. The examination is an exploratory research in nature.  

 

Essential Data Sources:  

discussion with the bank officers and staffs  

 

 

 

 

 

Discussion with the customers Secondary Sources:  

• Audit report of International Trading Incorporation (2016-2017)  

• Different reference books of the library, diaries, sites.  

• www.textiletoday.com  

 

1.4.2 Data Analysis:  

To break down the information, MS Excel has been utilized.  
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1.5 SCOPE OF THE STUDY  

The degree of the report is on a very basic level the exercises and routine with respect to 

International Trading Incorporation and to base on the errands of International Trading 

Incorporation. The data examination relied upon appropriated information and oral gathering has 

performed to get the certifiable impression of an acquiring house. The correct part included 

simply dispersed information and current practices of International Trading Incorporation.  

 

1.6 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY  

The report may experience the ill effects of constraints, which are totally inadvertent on the 

creator's part. The examination must be finished under specific imperatives, which banished it to 

be more compelling. A portion of these requirements are recorded beneath –  

 

•Amid the working time I anticipated that would do in that limit many work in the affiliation. 

That time get together the data about the subject was troublesome.  

•Due to time limitation, enormous quantities of the points couldn't be discussed in the present 

report.  

•Every one of the workers is concerned to state negatives over the affiliation.  

•For my limited sensible learning and experience, this report may not cover all zones and may 

have unintentional bumbles and oversights.  

•All information isn't available in web.  

•The site of International Trading Incorporation is so much poor. 
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Chapter-2 

About  International Trading 

Incorporation 
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2.1 AN OVERVIEW OF AB BANK  

Universal Trading Incorporation started its voyage in 2001 as a pieces of attire maker and 

purcahsing house industry by Samsul Alam. The social affair pushed its RMG business at 

Bonosree,street 2 square e.  

 

2.3 MISSION  

1. To concentrate on client need and need consistently and produce exclusive expectation quality 

clothing  

2. To build up our rack as the main supplier of clothing by serving universal market.  

3. To endeavor to meet testing market require through a closer working relish with colleague, 

creative produce in process and keeping up standard client administrations .  

 

2.3 VISION  

To Maximize synergistic to benefit and transform into a market pioneer through the journey for 

high productivity, advance mechanical improvement and aggregate buyer unwaveringness by 

using on the characteristics of our poor business . All things considered, best one stop advances 

supply house and a market pioneer.  

 

2.4 VALUE:  

a) Customer Fast  

b) Pursuit of value  

c) Leverage through collaboration  

d) People are our significant assets  
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e) Innovation of differently  

f) Becoming a capable corporate native  

 

2.4 GOAL  

Consumer loyalty Is our primary objective, Professional administration, Competitive pre world 

class quality. Once conveyance and unwavering quality.  

 

2.5 PRODUCT  

Shirt, polo shirt, young woman's ideal, tank top , rugby shirt, pull over, sportswear, night wear, 

under wear, tights, fleece coat, newborn child romper , kid vib, baby top overskirt, Colton sound, 

sterile piece of clothing, gasp. 
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Chapter-3 

Operation Process of International 

Trading Incorporation 
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3.1 WORKING PROCEDURE OF INTERNATIONAL TRADING INCORPORATION  

Every affiliation has its own one of a kind working framework. It's works day from relationship 

to affiliation. Work stream of International Trading Incorporation is given underneath. 

 

1. To the exclusion of everything else promoting assemble a demand vestments already explicitly 

request from bits attire require.  

2. By they fitting mechanical office for that foreordained pieces of attire. The assembling plant 

must be investigated by apparent affiliation upon.  

3. use and wheeling and dealing plant thing. Finish up expense.  

4. By headway thing first case change.  

5. For the most part buyer rolls out some improvement on first model, so second precedent is 

presented by first model comments.  

6. By model seeks after confirmed second precedent.  

7. By test underwriting generally called obtaining test. In addition, in case the red seal test 

confirmed, the demand is insisted.  

8. By then age merchandiser starts their work.  
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3.2 Flow Chart of Buying House 

 

Contact with the Buyer  

↓  

Communicate  

↓  

Meeting  

↓  

Send L/C to the Garment  

↓  

Develop the product  

↓  

Inspection by Buying House  

↓  

Complete working paper or document for shipping  

↓  

          Send one copy to the bank↔ Attach one copy with the product  

↓  

Shipment 

ulate a demand bits of attire already particularly 

request make from articles out of apparel buyer require.  

must be looked into by seen affiliation like Oeko-tex, WRAP et cetera.  

Close expense.  

 

 

certified second model.  

embraced, the demand is insisted.  

 

 

ollows up the total creation mastermind. In the 

wake of getting underwriting of red seal test he needs to book the surface and trims.  

http://textilelearner.blogspot.com/2013/07/understanding-lc-letter-of-credit.html
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support he does age organizing meeting with generation line.  

or not. He helps age merchandiser by giving all creation information.  

ed seal, gold seal, web test et cetera) sent 

to buyer, and help producing plant people if there any disorder with creation.  

surface holder, shade assortment in shade movement, lab dive, surface quality et cetera.  

-fabricating plant/shipment.  

-handling plant demonstrating squeezing rundown and some business practices 

acquiring house get their reward. 

 

3.3 ORDER PLACEMENT:  

 

1) Audited factory:  

 

 International Trading Incorporation Aziz Halim Khair Choudhury ( AHKC).  

 The auditor is internationally recognized good.  

 

3.4 ORDER EXECUTION:  

Request execution is finished by following up all the procedure running in the manufacturing 

plant. The things follow up by a merchandiser to execution of a request is given underneath 

 

 Fabric booking (in case of woven fabric or imported fabric). 

 Fabric in-house 

 Trims in house 

 Approval of fabric quality, shade and for all trims. 

 Size set approval 

 Cut date 

 Starting Production 

 Production capacity maintaining by FTY or not. 

 Various samples sent in time or not 

 Co-operate with QC or not. 

 Garments testing is done or not 
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 Test result approved or not 

 Ex-factory/ shipment done in time or not. 

 

 

3.5 VARIOUS TYPES OF REQUIREMENTS TO EXECUTE AN ORDER 

3.4. 

Distinctive kinds of request sheet and spec sheet is utilized amid affirming a request, these are 

given beneath, 

  

Table: 1- Tech Pack 

 

The essential reason for Inco terms is to elucidate how capacities, expenses and dangers are part 

between the purchaser and merchant regarding the conveyance of the merchandise as required by 

the business contract. Conveyance, dangers and costs known as basic focuses. INCOTERMS 

arranged into four gatherings. This are- 
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GROUP TERMS STANDS FOR 

E EXW Ex Works 

F FCA Free Carrier 

 

FAS Free alongside Ship 

 

FOB Freight On Board 

C CFR Cost and frieght 

 

CIF Cost Insurance and Freight 

 

CPT Carrisge Paid tto 

 

CIP Carriage and Insurance paid to 

D DAF Delivered at frontier 

 

DES Delivered Ex Ship 

 

DEQ Delivered Ex Quay 

 

DDU Delivered Duty Unpaid 

 

DDP Delivered Duty Paid 

Various Inco terms 

 

3.8 FREIGHT ON BOARD (FOB)  

 

Coxcomb framework is most regular framework nation. framework vender conveys merchandise 

fare.  

 

3.9 LETTER OF CREDIT (L/C)  

 

business report generally budgetary establishment, utilized essentially in exchange fund, which 

more often than not gives an irreversible installment undertaking. normally  

3.10 EXPORT PROCEDURE  

1. Dealer and purchaser close a business contract, with strategy for installment more often than  
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4. Exhorting bank, more often than not in merchant's nation advances letter of credit to dealer 

educating about the terms and states of credit.  

5. In the event that credits terms and conditions affirmed to deals contract, vender gets ready 

merchandise and documentation, and organizes conveyance of products to transporter.  

11. Purchaser surrenders bill of filling to bearer (if there should arise an occurrence of sea cargo) 

in return for the merchandise or the conveyance arrange. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Work flow of Letter of credit 

 

3.11 MERCHANDISING CHOROLOGICAL PROCESS:  

Process is portrayed underneath:  

Request affirmed:  

amounts -industrial facility should affirmed.  

Outline receipt  

Request needs add up to arrange shading amount.  

L/C receipt  

Seller’s 

Bank 

Seller  Buyer 

Carrier 

Buyer’s 

Bank 
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multi request affirmation arrange lawful legitimacy.  

LOF receipt  

Mark arrange frame, data barring provider.  

Spec sheet  

estimate estimation articles of clothing development data got following request affirmation  

Estimating receipt  

Estimate breakdown of aggregate request needs to come 10 days after request affirmation.  

remarks  

It needs to affirmed by purchaser before beginning creation  

Texture in-house  

Texture ought to be in-housed multi month before beginning creation  

Embellishments in-house  

Embellishments ought to be in-housed multi month before beginning creation Creation begins 

Production should begin multi month before shipment. As a matter of fact it relies upon request 

amount and processing plant generation rate (Production/day). precede last examination to 

redress any issue found underway.  

Shipment Date  

It needs to figure considering texture and frill in-house multi month before begin generation.  

 

3.12    

• Final assessment according to time and activity plan (after conclusive review alright).  
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3.13 CRITICAL PATH METHOD (CPM): = 

system strategy utilized for the most part for movement arranging bunches occasion achieve an 

undertaking (large scale manufacturing of pieces of clothing) in a calendar. In the underneath 

talked about the activity intend to execute a request inside the timetable.  

 

Time and activity plan for Imported texture (Lead time 120days)  

Request Quantity: 50000pcs 

Table: 5- Critical path method for 120days leads time 

 

3.14 CONSUMPTION and COSTING:  

  

Global Trading Corporation marketing valuing (costing) of a Men's pullover with Crew neck, 

Saddle bear, long sleeve, all more than 4 lines (ordinary) precious stone and 8 lines extravagant 

links. Yarn type-100 % Acrylic, cost $ 1.96/lb , required yarn – 16 lbs/dzn, measure 3G . 

Shipment was 30th June 2018.  

Yarn Price =  $1.96  

Required Yarn =  16 lbs/dzn  

Yarn = Acrylic  

Required Gauge =  3 G  

Season =  Peak as conveyance 30th June 

Wastage = 6%  

Cost of Manufacturer (CM)=  $ 22/dzn  

Structure  

4 lines precious stone (typical) = $ 1 x4 = 4  $4  
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8 lines cabels (extravagant) = $ 0.5 x 8 =  $4  

Add up to =  $8  

Style  

Seat sleeve =  $0.50/dzn  

Business =  $ 4/dzn  

Appraisal:  

Yarn cost =  $ 31.36  

$ 1.96 x 16  

Yarn Wastage = $ 1.88  

$1.96 x 16x6%  

Cost of Manufacturer (CM) =  $ 22.00  

Styling and Designing =  $ 8.00  

Trims common =  $ 4.00  

Business charge =  $ 4.00  

Add up to =  $ 71.24  /dzn  

Henceforth the sweater cost is $71.24/dzn.  

costing:-  

1. Using genuine figures for texture,, frill and work cost 

2. Costing division employments  

a. Merchandiser work sheet  

b. A proto kind piece of clothing  

c. Creation design  
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5) A nitty gritty cost investigation is made for each article of clothing the last expense is plotted 

on a "cost sheet".  

 

Examination a  

3. Creation design making, reviewing, checking, spreading and cutting  

4. Get together and completing:- Calculated the normal time of activities  

6. Cargo :- Air cargo/ocean cargo  

7. Quantity  

articles of clothing in (FOB) cost:  

Costing of an article of clothing for instance in a shirt:  

1. Texture costing  

2. Article of clothing extras:  

Catch  

Interlining  

Mark  

String  

Neckline bone  

Hang tag/sticker price  

3. Completing embellishments:  

Poly pack  

Plastic clasp  
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Gum Tape  

Neck board  

Label stick  

Sticker  

Butterfly  

Neckline embed  

Back board  

Neck embed  

Scotch Tape  

PP belt  

Container  

4. Work  

6. Business and transportation cost.  

+ 10% overall revenue.  

(% of overall revenues is the contortion of the exporter)  

Test: Reference article of clothing  

The fine art (styling) done by creator and engineer.  

Specific buy arrange.  

Any amendment to the style works.  

Fit in with an explicit necessity, and so on.  

Sourcing of inspecting:  
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First example: The main physical adaptation of any piece of clothing according to craftsmanship 

done by creator and engineer.  

Human personality → Sketch→ Paper Pattern → Sample  

Reason: See the plan work and test the fitting.  

Status: Nothing explicit  

Material: Available  

Cost: Not affirmed  

Amount: One for client and one for merchandiser  

Conveyance: As right on time as could reasonably be expected 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Salesman 

Samples 

Approval 

samples 

Pre-production 

samples 

Photo samples 
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Ordered procedure of a Merchandiser  

Second example: Usually originator or designer dependably requests a few changes to the 

principal design. Second example is made according to remarks.  

Counter example: Where first example is made on fashioners fine art, counter example is to 

make not on planner's fine art, needs to pursue another exampleReason:  

Conveyance: according to ask  

Sales representative example: Sample is made when cost is affirmed and requests are on 

hypothesis, as a rule so forth lastly put request to their merchant  

Reason: Sales meeting by retailers showcase evaluation request  

Status: Final phase of the request affirmation  

Material: Actual  

Cost: Confirmed  

Amount: There is least amount per shading blend  

Conveyance: Very vital to meet the conveyance date.  

Photograph test: Samples are made with genuine shading and material to be worn by the models 

on the occasion of shooting for list.  

Production 

samples 

Production 

samples 
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Endorsement test: In any discrete timeframe, at whatever point it required any correction in the 

example, another example is made (a few times deride up is functional as well) according to new 

determination. It is sent to purchaser for his endorsement of the congruity that the amendment is 

done accurately.  

3.16 TRIMS: Trims cover every one of the things utilized in the article of clothing expects the 

fundamental texture. There are many things used to make the articles of clothing. Legitimate 

determination of trims and its quality are essential for styling; generally the article of clothing 

might be dismissed or returned by the client.  

3.17 PACKING LIST AND FINAL INSPECTION:  

At the point when products are close-by prepared arrange/PO sheet and bring containers for 

examination. On the off chance that AQL pass that implies merchandise are in worthy quality 

dimension he offers testament to deliver the products.  

3.18 DOCUMENT SUBMISSION TO RECEIVE PAYMENT FROM BUYER:  

Financial Documents  

Bill of trade, Co-acknowledged Draft  

Business Documents  

Receipt, pressing rundown  

Transportation Documents  

Transport Document, Insurance Certificate, Commercial, Official or Legal Documents  

Official Documents  

Permit, Embassy legitimization, Origin Certificate, Inspection Certificate  

In the wake of accepting archives by client he/she gives the freedom to offer installment to the 

industrial facility.  

3.19 SWOT ANALYSIS OF BUYING HOUSE:  
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By SWOT examination we can know the current circumstance of purchasing house and 

furthermore can foresee of fate of it. SWOT examination is given beneath:  

Quality:  

.  

5. Worldwide perceived purchasers are in their grasp.  

6. New purchasers for the most part need  

7. Marketing strategy of purchasing house make them more grounded.  

10. With couple of talented labor and the board is sufficient to catch up a request.  

Shortcoming:  

1. Buying house isn't creating the merchandise, so notoriety goes to producer.  

2. For some non-rumored purchasing house notoriety hampers of all purchasing house.  

3. Suppliers are experiencing direct contact with purchaser after a couple of shipment.  

4. Some time purchasing house diminish its notoriety by putting request in unpracticed 

FTY.  

5. Day by day more popular items arrange is coming need some instructional meeting.  

6. Most normal/fundamental kind of requests is directing in our nation.  

Openings:  

1. More purchasers need to come in our nation.  

2. Most of purchasers are not natural to this condition; they require outsider for putting 

orders.  

3. Reputation of purchasing house.  
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4. Buying houses directing style weeks, articles of clothing exchange reasonable in 

numerous nations.  

5. New promoting approaches are applying by purchasing house.  

6. Reputation of our RMG area making open doors for purchasing houses.  

7. Small purchasers are not willing to open their very own purchasing house. 

Risk:  

1. Buyers are opening their very own satellite/nation office in our nation.  

2. Buyer are straightforwardly reaching with maker.  

3. Manufacturers are awing purchaser for direct contact after one shipment by outsider.  

4. Go through outsider is relatively exorbitant than direct contact.  

5. Not straightforwardly delivering any item.  

From above we can state that, the situation of purchasing house solid at this point. In any case, in 

the event that all the more new purchasers can't be caught, it will be tricky for them, as presumed 

purchasers will open their own nation office. In future purchasing houses will be absolutely 

relies upon little purchasers, they have all season arranges yet little in amount. 
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Chapter-04 

Findings, Recommendations 
and Conclusions 
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4.1 FINDINGS  

 

1. Sometimes they can't shipment of time because of creation pledge to correct time.  

2. Supply chain or obtainment division isn't extremely solid in this organization which 

causes that the merchandisers acquire all the crude materials of pieces of clothing that is the 

reason they feel more strain to finish shipment and at some point likewise over the shipment date 

at that point organization should pay the additional cash for air shipment.  

3. Quality affirmation framework ought to be modernized in light of the fact that quality is 

the best need of every single worldwide purchaser.  

4. Instead of transient relationship, Merchandisers need to grow long haul association with 

the key gatherings – purchasers, purchasing houses and providers and so on.  

5. Working condition ought to be expanded Pay scale is exceptionally poor which is should 

have been expanded in light of the fact that organization will lose potential representatives 

because of their strategy.  

4.2RECOMENDATIONS  

1. For shipment reason, the extra transport can be orchestrated to keep away from late 

shipment.  

2. If inventory network office secure all the crude materials then merchandiser can without 

much of a stretch shipment the products inside lead time. So store network office need to 

enhance their work.  

3. Company need to grow long haul association with the key gatherings.  

4. Working condition ought to be standard Pay scale.  
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5. Consultancy with articles of clothing aptitude in regards to the improvement techniques 

will be useful to get more yield.  

 

4.3 CONCLUSIONS  

Despite the fact that some of issues of purchasing houses are proceeding with their business 

however ideal opportunity make essential move guarantee Purchasing need offer need fabricate 

solid association with purchasers for endure on the grounds that purchasers know the providers 

method for making items and working together. Purchasing preparation fortify labor, quality 

purchasing.  
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